Methylcyclopropane reactions on Rh-Ge/Al₂O₃ catalysts prepared by controlled surface reaction
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Abstract
The reaction mechanism of methylcyclopentane (MCP) ring opening (the participation of each intermediate in further hydrogenolysis vs. their desorption) was studied on a special series of Rh(Ge)/Al₂O₃ catalysts. These were obtained by wet impregnation and adding different amounts of Ge by anchoring of Ge(n-C₄H₉)₄ on the surface of Rh with preadsorbed hydrogen. As shown earlier [1], low amounts of Ge were deposited selectively on low-Miller-index microfacets, whereas excess use of Ge(n-C₄H₉)₄ caused statistical deposition on Rh. This difference was also reflected in the ring-opening pattern: the sample with randomly located Ge behaved like the parent catalyst with dispersion of 80%. Each ring-opening intermediate hydrogenolyzed further nearly to the same extent; the ring opening product distribution (ROPD) showing thus no variation as a function of reaction conditions. The catalyst with selective Ge deposition followed, however, the pattern of a sintered sample: the surface intermediate of 2-methylpentane underwent preferential hydrogenolysis to smaller fragments. Thus, changing the position of Ge deposits (without modifying the particle size) induced changes in the prevailing reaction route.
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Introduction
Tailor-made catalysts, including bimetallic systems have great scientific as well as industrial importance. Their complete characterization should combine physical methods (e.g. electron microscopy or spectroscopy) and appropriate test reactions. We studied [1] Rh-Ge/Al₂O₃ catalysts by infrared (IR) spectroscopy of chemisorbed CO, H₂ chemisorption and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). These results showed that the deposition of Ge on to Rh was selective: it occurred first on low Miller-index planes, when low amounts of Ge (less than 0.1 wt.%) were added to Rh/Al₂O₃. More Ge covered the Rh surface in a random way. The presence and location of Ge had a strong influence on the reactions of 2,2,3-trimethylbutane. Selective Ge deposition hampered multiple hydrogenolysis.

One of the best methods to achieve "selective" deposition of Ge on the Rh sites is the use of "surface organometallic chemistry" [2,3,4,5]. Our catalysts [1] were prepared by introducing Ge(n-C₄H₉)₄ to a hydrogen-covered Rh/Al₂O₃. The present paper reports on the testing of Rh-Ge/Al₂O₃ samples by another catalytic reaction, using a cyclic model hydrocarbon: methylcyclopentane (MCP), widely used in metal catalysis as a probe molecule [6,7]. When the support is non-acidic and the reaction is carried out at low temperature, hydrogenative "ring opening" prevails. The product distribution of this reaction depended on the nature of the metal [8], on its surface structure [9,10], on possible non-stoichiometric surface components [11,12], and also on the reaction conditions [13,14]. Kramer et al. [15,16] attributed the "non-selective" ring opening to "adlineation sites" i.e. to ensembles at the metal-support borderline, whereas selective ring opening would involve pure metallic sites.

Rhodium catalysts are much less sensitive to the metallic dispersion in the conversion of MCP [7,17,18,19]. The reaction conditions may have exerted more significant effect on the product distribution than particle size [7,14,20]: as the temperature increased and the hydrogen excess decreased, multiple hydrogenolysis – yielding <C₆
fragments – became more and more important. The 2-methylpentane to n-hexane ratio (2MP/nH) also decreased when the dispersion of the catalysts was not higher than 60-70%. Over Rh catalysts of lower dispersion (D < 60–70%), the position of the first C–C bond breaking was independent of the reaction conditions. The probability of rupture was as follows:

"a (nH)" < "b (2MP)" = "c (3MP)"

The desorption of surface 2MP intermediate: “2MPS” was hindered. Instead, this intermediate underwent further hydrogenolysis and produced fragments. These secondary reactions changed the 2MP/nH ratio. The desorption hindrance was corroborated by the fragmentation pattern of open-chain C₆ isomers. Their combination could model the fragmentation pattern of MCP [21,22]. In the case of well-dispersed catalysts (D>60-70%) the probability of the ring-opening surface intermediates to undergo further hydrogenolysis was random. Thus, the ratio of 2MP/nH was rather low (~3) and independent of the reaction conditions.

To examine the "changeover" between the two behaviors, Rh-Ge/Al₂O₃ catalysts of Ref. [1] were tested in the conversion MCP. This way we could identify the role of different coordination sites in the reaction mechanisms without modifying the particle size. By different deposition of an inactive metal, Ge, special rhodium sites were blocked and in this way alteration in the reaction mechanism was induced.

Experimental

1. Catalysts

All catalysts had a Rh loading of 1 wt % and were supported on alumina from Degussa (Aluminum Oxid C, 8-alumina, surface area of 100 m².g⁻¹, grain sizes 0.1 to 0.25 mm). The Parent catalyst prepared by wet impregnation of the support by the rhodium salt of Rh(NO₃)₃ had a dispersion of 80%. Different bimetallic catalysts were prepared: Ge ½ and Ge 2 denote the (nominal) amount of added Ge expressed as monolayer coverage. The preparation procedure itself (without Ge) resulted in slight sintering (Blank catalyst). Details of preparation – by using the surface organometallic chemistry method, i. e., anchoring Ge(n-C₅H₅)₃ on the surface of hydrogen-covered rhodium particles under inert atmosphere – and pretreatments have been published earlier [1]. The dispersion of samples were: Parent: 80%, Blank, 60%, Ge ½: 64%, Ge 2 65%.

2. Catalytic tests

The conversion of methylcyclopentane was studied in a closed-loop apparatus at a standard MCP pressure of 10 Torr (1 Torr = 0.133 kPa) and various hydrogen pressures (120–480 Torr). The reaction temperature ranged from 468 to 513 K. Other details – analysis, data processing etc. – can be found in earlier publications [1,7]. The term “ring-opening products” (ROP) is used for saturated C₆ products, while “fragments” mean <C₆ hydrocarbons.

Results

As shown by TEM, practically no sintering occurred when Ge was introduced into the catalysts. Comparing the bimetallic catalysts to the Parent one, the decrease of accessibility (about 20 %) evaluated by H₂ chemisorption was explained by Ge poisoning of surface Rh atoms. Indeed, a loading of 1500 ppm Ge would block one-fifth of Rh surface atoms on the basis of one inactive Ge atom covering one Rh atom. Such a blocking leads to a loss of accessibility estimated to be 20%, very similar to the measured value. Ge can be selectively deposited on Rh as demonstrated by CO FTIR measurements [1]. The selectivity of the deposition was related to the initial amount of Ge in the solution used for the grafting. If the Ge quantity was too large, the Ge deposition seemed to be more or less random, as described in previous works [2,23]. If low amount of Ge was grafted in our conditions of preparation, the preferential locations were the high-coordination sites of the Rh surface.

Figure 1: Turnover frequencies for the conversion of methylcyclopentane (MCP) on the Parent catalyst as a function of hydrogen pressure at four different temperatures.

Figure 1 shows the turnover frequencies for the Parent monometallic catalyst as a function of hydrogen pressure at four different temperatures. As a rule, positive hydrogen order was observed. Maximum rates characteristics for hydrocarbon conversion on metals [11,24] were reached in our hydrogen pressure range almost exclusively at the lowest temperature. Similar tendencies appeared on the two Rh/Al₂O₃ and two Rh-Ge/Al₂O₃ catalysts at a selected temperature of 498 K (Figure 2a). Sample Ge ½ seemed to be most active. The fragment (<C₆) selectivities decrease at higher hydrogen pressures (Figure 2b). As opposed to the uniform activity patterns, the selectivities can be separated into two groups: Parent and Ge 2 produced more fragments by about 10% than Blank and Ge ½. Accordingly, the selectivity of ring opening for the latter two increased to the same extent. The agreement between the selectivities is quite remarkable. Taking into account the negligible alteration in the particle morphology caused by the Ge deposition and the agreement between S(Parent) and S(Ge2) and between S(Blank) and S(Ge ½), the 10%
change in the reaction selectivity is significant. Although small amounts of benzene and traces of 1-methylcyclopentene appeared at high temperatures, we devote our attention to the two main reactions, to the single and multiple breaking of C–C bonds (ROP and fragments).

Figure 2: (a) Turnover frequencies and (b) fragmentation selectivities in the conversion of methylcyclopentane on Rh and Rh-Ge/Al₂O₃ catalysts as a function of hydrogen pressure. T = 498 K.

The ring opening of MCP occurred "selectively"; i.e. the rupture in the vicinity of the methyl group was hindered. Thus mainly the mono-branched hexane isomers (2-methylpentane and 3-methylpentane) were formed. Table 1 displays the 2MP/nH ratio measured at different hydrogen pressures, characteristic of the distribution of ring-opening products. The same classification is valid as in Figure 2b: Parent and Ge2 showing constant and low ratios, while the 2MP/nH increased at higher p(H₂) values the other two samples (Blank and Ge ½). The two Rh-Ge catalysts behaved differently, although their dispersion and the Ge loading were similar.

Table 1: Ratio of 2-methylpentane to n-hexane (2MP/nH) on four catalysts, as a function of the hydrogen pressure. T=483 K.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>p(H₂), Torr</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>Parent</th>
<th>Blank</th>
<th>Ge ½</th>
<th>Ge 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>3.39</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>360</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>3.71</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>480</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>3.84</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

A study of several metal blacks [8] revealed that four metals Pt, Pd, – and to a lesser extent – Ir and Rh were able to catalyze the non-degradative opening of methylcyclopentane. Others as Co, Ni, Ru and Os showed almost exclusively extensive hydrogenolysis, yielding mainly methane. However, small particles of Ni [25] and Ru [26] promoted single splitting rather than multiple hydrogenolysis. An opposite behavior was obtained on rhodium: inasmuch as higher ratio of fragments was produced on smaller particles [7]. To explain this behavior of Rh, two factors have to be considered. First, with catalysts of low disper-
sion, fragments were produced mainly from the 2MP surface intermediate “2MP$_p$”. As the dispersion increased the maximum selectivity of 2MP decreased. This would indicate that particular catalytic sites must exist on small Rh particles that promote the breaking up of 2MP, resulting in fragments. Second, the further hydrogenolysis of nH$_S$ and 3MP$_S$ being more favored than their desorption increased also the selectivity of fragmentation on small Rh particles. The three C$_S$ surface ring-opening intermediates are fragmented further nearly with the same probability, independently of the reaction conditions. Thus the 2MP/nH ratio remains constant (Table 1). This may be the reason for the higher selectivity of fragments obtained on Parent compared to Blank sample. Further, special catalytic ensembles on small Rh particles advance multiple hydrogenolysis rather than ring opening. Finally, our results concerning monometallic catalysts are very similar to those previously published [2].

The Rh particle size of the two germanium-containing catalysts did not change practically during the preparation procedure [1], only the deposited Ge atoms blocked some of the Rh atoms hampering thus the chemisorption of hydrogen. Therefore their H/Rh ratio was lower than that of Parent having the same particle size. Keeping this in mind, we expect that the bimetallic samples would behave as the Parent catalyst. In fact, however, Ge $\frac{1}{2}$ gave catalytic patterns closer to those observed on sample Blank (Figures 2b, 3 and Table 1). Previous characterization work [1] based on CO FTIR and catalytic transformation of 2,2,3-trimethylbutane permitted us to conclude that special, high-coordination sites were blocked by germanium on sample Ge $\frac{1}{2}$. Thus, its peculiar catalytic behavior in MCP conversion is in agreement with the assumption that Ge blocked selectively the active sites suited for multiple hydrogenolysis. The highest activity observed with Ge $\frac{1}{2}$ agrees well with this idea considering the higher residence time of deeply dehydrogenated species on the active sites of multiple hydrogenolysis.

On the other hand, the behavior of sample Ge2 is very similar to that observed for the Parent catalyst (see Figure 2b and Table 1). Indeed, nonselective deposition of Ge on Rh particles was pointed out in our previous study [1] for Ge2 sample. Thus, active sites for multiple hydrogenolysis must still remain in this case and the catalytic performances were similar to that of the Parent catalyst.

Earlier [7] we observed changes in the mechanism of MCP ring opening occurring in dispersion range of 65-80%. Now we demonstrated that the prevailing route could be altered without modifying the particle size, simply by changing the sites occupied by Ge. Selective deposition of an inactive second metal (Ge) blocked catalytically active sites (low-Miller-index microfacets) suited for the further hydrogenolysis of the surface ring-opening intermediates after the primary opening step.

**Conclusions**

1. We observed that the mechanism of MCP ring opening is dispersion dependent for Rh-based catalysts offering a Rh accessibility in the 60-80% range, in agreement with our earlier report [7].
2. Blocking low-Miller-index microfacets via Ge deposition caused a significant decrease in the multiple character of hydrogenolysis, not typical for this particular particle size corresponding to 80% dispersion.
3. We confirmed also by the reaction of MCP, that selective Ge deposition is a new way for modifying catalytic properties, without changing the Rh particle size. It involves a selective poisoning of the catalytically active sites suitable for multiple hydrogenolysis with an inactive deposit: germanium.
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